
Elections Board Meeting Minutes 

Thursday, March 30th at 3:00pm 

ZOOM 

 
 

Election board members 
Commissioner Tatiana Arevalo 

Deputy Commissioner Teyona Byers 

Geyris Batista 

Katerina Geisler 

Rachel Rodrigues 

Bryan wolfson 

Paul Wright 

 

 



 

Roll call 

Tatiana Arevalo:present 

Teyona Byers:present 

Geyris Batista:absent  

Katerina Geisler:Present  

 Rachel Rodrigues: present  

 Bryan Wolfson:Present  

 Paul Wright:Present 

 

 

Voting on if candidates will just have to write a description rather then a video - to make sure no 

one has an unfair advantage  

 

Voting on 75 words per candidates per photo  

Tatiana Arevalo:Yes 

Teyona Byers:yes 

Geyris Batista: Absent 

Katerina Geisler: yes 

 Rachel Rodrigues: yes 

 Bryan Wolfson: yes 

 Paul Wright:Abstain 

5 YES 0 NAY 1 abstain 

It passes  

*Candidates will have to email their description to candidates  

 

Voting on campaigning on elections day  

Tatiana Arevalo:Yes 

Teyona Byers:yes 

Geyris Batista: Absent 

Katerina Geisler: yes 

 Rachel Rodrigues: yes 

 Bryan Wolfson: yes 

 Paul Wright:no 

4 YES 1 NAY  

It passes  

Candidates will be allowed to  

 

 

To be allowed to put on their Instagram bios hopeful positions  

Tatiana Arevalo:no 



Teyona Byers:yes 

Geyris Batista: Absent 

Katerina Geisler: yes 

 Rachel Rodrigues: no 

 Bryan Wolfson: yes 

 Paul Wright:yes 

4 YES 2 NAY   

It passes candidates are allowed to put hopeful Positions in Bios 

 

On going zoom meeting on April 7th and 8th from 9am to 7pm  

Student body could enter into the meeting to ask any questions about elections. 

Link to come  

 

Everyone must sign up for a shift and we only need 1 election board member per time slot 

 

Teyona will type up instructions on how voting will work so that all students are informed and 

don’t need to see a video to know the steps. 

 

Putting two amendments on the ballot , shortening it and making it something all students can 

understand during voting times. 

 

The elections board will be monitoring candidates on a personal level. 

 

 Teyona and Katerina will be monitoring the party social media platform  

 

Katerina will be sending a message to model UN that no campaigning will be allowed in those 

chats. 

 

Meeting ended at 3:40pm 

 

 

 


